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San Fang Group is committed to the goal of reducing carbon emissions, and practical actions are 
also carried out in succession!

Recently, San Fang Group is actively introducing the green energy plan and gradually building 
independent green power – Solar Power Supply Systems in various factories at both local and 
abroad!

San Fang Baoliang Factory is located in Huangjiang Town, Dongguan City, China (Huangjiang 
Yuyuan high tech optoelectronic Park), leading the industry in the same area and taking the lead 
in setting up solar optoelectronic equipment and meanwhile, the basic configuration has been 
also completed!

The construction progress is as follows:
●   At the beginning of May, the comprehensive structure of power supply equipment will be 
      completed
●   Arrange grid connection test in mid of May and apply for power from the power supply 
      bureau
●   Parallel power generation at 12:00 noon on May 23

It’s really an honor to declare that San Fang Baoliang Factory has officially ‘turned green’ 
at 12:00 noon on May 23, 2022!

To achieve the 2030 Carbon Neutral and 2050 Net Zero Emissions targets, San Fang is not only 
delicate themselves into developing new corresponding products, but also continues to improve 
its existing energy equipment. In order to reduce the demand of traditional electricity and strive 
to reduce carbon dioxide emissions at the same time, using solar green electricity is the best and 
most suitable option.

Under the concept of sustainable management, San Fang Group has joined the promotion of 
green power and spared no effort to fulfill its commitment to protect the earth and resources! 
Let's work together so that the beautiful environment of the earth can be passed down from 
generation to generation!


